
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a commercial contracts. To join
our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for commercial contracts

Specific contracts this position will create and maintain include, but not
limited to, rebate programs, capital equipment contracts, tiered pricing
agreements, complex national account, government and corporate sales
cross-divisional contracts and non-traditional billing programs
Administer on-going maintenance of customer contracts including
amendments to add/delete products, change customer pricing, adjust master
contract data, or other contract modifications
Support divisional, corporate sales, and/or national account contracts through
the processing, settlement, payment and reporting of rebates and/or admin
fees
Support national account contracts through the processing of letters of
commitments (LOCs)
Effectively manage Group Purchasing Organization (GPO) customer hierarchy
and memberships according to contractual requirements and established
processes
Utilize contracting management system tools and adhere to defined
corporate sales operations processes to ensure accurate and timely contract
loading, rebate/admin fee processing, rebate/admin fee payments and
invoice accuracy
Work closely with the sales organizations, customers and other members of
the corporate sales operations, as needed, to resolve price discrepancies and
issue appropriate credits related to customer contracts
Coordinate with the other Group Purchasing Analysts and other Contracting
Operation employees to ensure effective workflow throughout the contract

Example of Commercial Contracts Job Description
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Collects, compiles, and analyzes, and calculates data to ensure accurate,
timely calculation and payment of rebates in accordance with signed
contracts
Develops rebate strategies and policies and provides advice and expertise in
regards to past successful agreements and future options

Qualifications for commercial contracts

Strong medical device market understanding and knowledge is highly
preferred
Ability lead cross functional teams and in a very fast paced environment
Familiarity with Edwards’ business units and an ability to foster and develop
effective internal and external business relationships is essential
Expert knowledge of financial mechanism that relates to supply chain
Ability to develop and integrate metrics into the projects and operations that
clearly demonstrate the value of supply chain to the business
Microsoft Word, Project, PowerPoint, Excel


